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TAX
REFORM

Retained current law phasedowns of the 30 percent ITC and PTC

No change to PTC inflation adjustment or continuous construction requirement

“Orphaned” RETC technologies were not extended at ITC phasedown schedule

2017



2018

BIPARTISAN BUDGET ACT:

• Retroactive and prospective extensions:
• Retroactive to Jan. 1, 2017

• Fuel cells, small wind, solar lighting equipment
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2018

BIPARTISAN BUDGET ACT:

• Retroactive and prospective extensions:
• Retroactive to Jan. 1, 2017

• Qualified microturbine, combined heat and power and geothermal heat 
pump facilities 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

10 percent ITC

Begin construction before 2022



2018

BIPARTISAN BUDGET ACT:

• Retroactive extensions:
• Retroactive to Jan. 1, 2017 – extension of PTC and ITC in lieu of PTC 

available if construction began by Dec. 31, 2017

• Closed-loop biomass facilities

• Open-loop biomass facilities

• Geothermal energy facilities

• Landfill gas facilities

• Trash facilities

• Qualified hydropower facilities

• Marine and hydrokinetic renewable energy facilities



TAX
REFORM

BEAT – Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax

Corporate rate reduction – tax losses worth less, cash flow worth more

100% expensing – capital account issues – DROs

Interest expense limitation – suspend deductions – relocate debt

2017



2018

Opportunity
Zones



~8,000 Opportunity Zones (11%) 

May 7, 2018 www.opportunityzoneresourcecenter.com

Low-income commu

Opportunity Zone

Currently Designated Opportunity Zones – As of 4/18/2018



May 3, 2018 www.opportunityzoneresourcecenter.com
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A Look Towards Washington, D.C.



Increasing Importance of Democrats
Considering the Omnibus Bill’s Vote
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Increasing Importance of Democrats

Legislation this year and next

Control of the House next year?
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Potential US Import Tariffs

• Uncertainty around possible US import tariffs is making it hard to 
get fixed-price quotes for potentially affected equipment

• Prices increase in anticipation of tariffs

• Tariffs, plus rising interest rates, could upend a business model 
that some wind and solar developers have been using to bid for 
PPAs, putting stress on some projects



Potential US Import Tariffs

• Trump gave the EU, Canada and Mexico another month through 
June 1 to limit steel and aluminum exports to the US

• South Korea, Australia, Argentina and Brazil accepted quotas

• The US started collecting a 25% import duty on steel and 10% on 
aluminum on March 23, but temporary waivers apply to 65% of 
steel and 55% of aluminum imports

• The affected equipment includes transformers, wind towers, solar 
ground-mounted posts, pipes, tubes and battery containers





Exemptions

• Fifty-two companies have applied for exemptions from the 30% 
tariff on imported solar panels and cells, including SolarWorld
GmbH, whose former US subsidiary, SolarWorld America, along 
with Suniva, asked for the tariff

• 18 months



Inverters Included?

• Solar companies are waiting to see whether the list of another 
$100 billion in Chinese products that will be subject to import 
tariffs includes inverters

• A majority of inverters used in US solar projects come from China

• Trump is expected to impose new limits on Chinese inbound 
investments

• $506 v. $130 billion



PPAs

• There were 2,300 MWs of new wind PPAs signed in the first 60 
days this year

• NextEra said Q1 2018 was "one of the best quarters of new 
renewables origination in our history.“

• Corporate PPAs are on a pace to set a record this year, with 3,300 
MWs signed globally of which 75% were in the US

• 3,260 MWs



Market Update

• Margin compression is holding down capital costs for now in the 
debt market

• Invenergy is in the market for $2 billion in wind construction debt 
at 87.5 bps over LIBOR

• Term debt is pricing as low as 137.5 bps, with no premium for 
back leverage

• Some banks are requiring only 8% equity and most are crediting a 
two- to three-year merchant tail

• Tax equity yields are in the 6.25% to 7.25% range for utility-scale 
solar and 9% to 11% for rooftop solar.



Upcoming IRS Notice

• An IRS notice is expected imminently on what must be done to 
start construction of solar projects

• Look for whether continuous work will be required after 
construction starts, whether stockpiled equipment can be 
sprinkled later on rooftop installations, and whether physical work 
counts at the factory on panels or inverters since these are items 
of a type kept in inventory

• 2019 cliff



Solar Projects

• The first merchant solar project is moving to financing in ERCOT 
with a 12-year fixed-volume physical hedge

• Two solar proxy revenue swaps are about to be executed in 
Australia

• Tax equity investors are paying closer attention to "basis" risk in 
hedges and corporate PPAs

• $12 to $14/MWh



Court Cases

• Decisions are expected in two potentially important court cases 
this year

• A US appeals court heard oral arguments in January in a case that 
will decide whether any value must be assigned to PPAs when 
buying contracted projects

• Another case will go to trial in July that will test whether a 
developer can add a $50 million developer fee it paid itself to tax 
basis

• 12.3%
• $4 v. $2



Impact of Lower Corporate Tax Rate

• The tax benefits on renewable energy projects are worth less 
because of the lower corporate tax rate

• They amounted before to at least 56¢ per dollar of capital cost.  
They are now worth 44¢ to 49¢

• This means less tax equity on projects

• Tax equity accounted for 50% to 60% of the capital stack of a 
typical wind farm and 40% to 50% of a typical solar project

• Subtract 3% to 8%.



Impact of Lower Corporate Tax Rate

• Operating projects are worth more

• It will cost more to exercise sponsor call options to buy out tax 
equity investors

• Some developers are selling their ownership positions at the start 
of construction to take advantage of the wall of money currently 
chasing projects

• discount rates



Bonus Depreciation

• Bonus depreciation is pushing the M&A market even more 
strongly toward asset purchases

• Some banks are reporting interest by companies in selling and 
leasing back existing assets to raise capital

• Leasing may be less expensive than an equity loan because rents 
can be deducted fully while interest may not be



Prepaid PPAs

• It will be much harder in the future to use prepaid PPAs

• Project owners who received past prepayments will have to report 
the unreported income starting in 2018

• This becomes a diligence issue when buying projects
• "financial instrument"



Batteries

• Interconnection could be more expensive for community solar 
projects that connect to utility distribution lines and for all projects 
with batteries until the IRS cleans up a 2016 notice that explains 
when utilities must report interconnection payments from 
generators as income

• New regulations on when ITCs can be claimed on batteries have 
been pushed back to 2019 at the earliest. 



Section 45Q

• Changes in a Section 45Q tax credit for carbon sequestration 
should make the tax credit more attractive to the tax equity 
market

• However, the issue will be whether the six-year runway for projects 
to get into service is long enough for the market to get 
comfortable with technology risk

• recapture



Refined Coal

• Refined coal transactions will remain audit targets after an IRS 
"field directive" in March that some tax equity investors hoped 
would brush back IRS auditors

• Refined coal credits of $7.03 a ton for treating coal to make it less 
polluting run out at the end of 2021

• sale structure



IRS Advice

• The IRS suggested in a "field service advice" made public in 
January that a developer who is given a discount on the remaining 
turbine order for buying PTC components before the construction-
start deadline cannot count the full price paid for the PTC 
components toward the 5% test for starting construction

• transformers



Amount needed for Mt. Trumpmore, an effort by a Finnish 
climate group to carve Trump's face into an arctic iceberg:

$500,000
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